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Host Beth says:
Summary:  The USS Cherokee is desperately combing the debris of the remains of Starbase - 33 while repairing the damage that the shock wave did to the Cherokee.  The XO and three other shuttles are rescuing civilian craft damaged also, but unfortunately still no word from their lost loved ones that were on Starbase-33.
Host Beth says:
USS Cherokee 10406.20 Doppelganger Part 13
Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::On Bridge, trying to establish some sort of control over the situation, wondering how long this will take to re-establish.  Also trying to ignore the leg's condition::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Wandering the halls treating injuries.  Notices there are a lot of medics walking around the halls as well.::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
::on Bridge, at OPS::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::in the impulse engine controller room, grabbing a fresh power relay from someone - anyone, whatever his name - from behind, as he carefully installs it where he just removed a fused one...::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::continuing to scan for life signs among the chaos::
MCPO_Damato says:
:: listens to the reports coming back from his security teams....sitting alone in the Tactical Station holding a PADD with several messages on it. Tapping his Combadge. *CO*: Captain, Master Chief here.  Security Teams are bringing wounded to sick bay right now and I am assigning a few men to assist the Docs. Mind if I come up to the bridge?
CSO_Nash says:
:: At his station working on the sensors to keep from brooding over the losses we have all taken.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*MCPO*: Of course, easier to run the operation from up here.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Sitting next to the injector assembly, his hands in his hair:: Self: Two hours already...
aOPS_Tiernan says:
::monitoring the progress of repairs::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::picks up some faint signs coming from a ship buried in the debris, it looks like a patrol craft::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: tries to insert the relay, but then grimaces as he pulls it back out and he snarls at the people behind him:: Engineers: Oh, come on, man! Go ahead - tell me what's wrong with it. ::he throws it back at him, and stares at the man::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Makes her way to sickbay to help treat injuries there.::
MCPO_Damato says:
*CO* : On my way, sir.  :: sighs...knowing this is going to be a difficult thing to do but a promise is a promise. ::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: How is it coming with the repairs?
CSO_Nash says:
aOPS: I'm going to try to switch over to backup circuits. Do you have enough power to allocate to my efforts?
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::finds one faint life sign, locks on and transports it onboard::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
CSO:  Let me check, I'm not making any guarantees, Commander.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: enters the jeffries tubes and starts climbing up to the bridge :: Self: Who was the genius who decided Security had to be five whole decks below the bridge?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<Engineer> ::he takes a long stare at the relay... and back at the EO, a look of puzzlement on his face::
Host Beth says:
INFO: The XO transport a sec guy from the station.  He is badly injured but conscious.  He sees the XO and struggles to sit up, desperate to report.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Sighs:: *CO*: Not good sir.. we've had some delay with the injector assembly... We're looking at at least about two hours before we get that back, and then the other warp-systems still need to be done....
CSO_Nash says:
aOPS: I'll take what you can spare. Thanks Dawn.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CNS*: How is the crew situation?
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::moves over to the patient with a med tricorder:: SEC: Try not to move. Just stay where you are. ::runs the tricorder up and down his body, trying to find the most severe injuries::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: he looks at the engineer for a second, grimacing, and then he snaps :: Engineer: It's depolarized! You have to polarize the power relay first, before I can install it! Is that difficult???
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: OK, we need power generation as soon as can be managed.  Power's at a premium right now.
aOPS_Tiernan says:
CSO:  I can spare about 34%.
Host Beth says:
@<SEC> XO: Sir...sir!  We have to go after them ::he coughs and lies back down weakly::
CNS_T`Lin says:
*CO*: Injuries are being treated as we speak, Captain.  Nothing we can not handle down here.  When you get a chance hobble on down here and we will reset that ankle for you.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Sees some reserve power show up on his board. I cut the power and place the back up circuit into place and make the proper connections and then allow the power to reenter the circuit.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Chuckles:: *CO*: I know, and we're on it... But we're looking at at least three hours before we have warp power supply.... And then I'm not even talking about propulsion...
CSO_Nash says:
aOPS: That will be sufficient. Thank you again Lt.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: grumbling can be heard from the hatch leading to the bridge from the Jeffries Tubes as a very irate MCPO crawls out. :: Self : Confounded Engineers and their need to make unnecessary lengths.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::scans massive internal injuries and tries to stop the bleeding with a medical tool:: SEC: Who, son? Go after who? ::he pats his head to calm him::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CNS*: I can't, my place is on the Bridge, especially until relief arrives.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: he signs, as he watches the engineer's lower lip trembling, not knowing what to do... he quickly picks up the depolarizer from his toolkit and works on the relay, before slowly handing it back to the EO:: Engineer: Thank you. ::he says with a glare::
CNS_T`Lin says:
*CO*: Understood, Sir.
Host Beth says:
@<SEC> XO: He took them...I saw them transport off and then they fled...I gave chase but the station..it...it...::starts to lose consciousness::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
CSO:  That's part of my duties.  ::doesn't fully know how to act around him considering what he is going through::
CNS_T`Lin says:
<Nurse>: Whoever is not in need of immediate medical attention, please send them back to their stations.  We need all the help we can get to get this ship back up and running.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks over to the jeffries tube access, leaving three engineers behind, working on the assembly:: JT: Down ladder, clear the way! ::Grabs the ladder supports and lets himself slide down::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@SEC: It's alright, your going to be fine. Just get your rest. You have done your job. ::tries to stop the bleeding but the injuries won't close::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
aOPS: Once sensors are back up, get back on the Subspace Transceiver, we need to contact Starfleet as soon as possible.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: he places the relay into the freed-up space along the main conduit, before tightening the locks; he stands up and sighs, taking a deep breath and wiping off the sweat on his brow:: *CEO*: I was going to report in that we should be done up here in about 15 minutes... but at the rate we're working, :: he glares at the quivering engineer::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*CEO*: ... it may take a bit longer. But 15 minutes. ::sighs::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  Understood, Captain.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: stands up straight and walks over to the Captain...holding a PADD in his hand. :: CO: Captain, I have injury reports and damage estimates from Tactical.  If Engineering can get power back we can have partial phasers back up in an hour....Torpedo Fire control took a nasty hit from some debris so that’s going to take some time.
Host Beth says:
@<SEC>XO: You don't understand...they took the Admiral and some other officers...one looked wounded....we have...to...find......::he slips into unconsciousness::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Brings his sensors online and sees what shows up.:: aOPS: Lt, I'm alright. I'm trying not to let what happened affect me. Please don't be nervous reporting to me. I'm not going to lose it until we find LoDuca. And then It will be toward him only.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: looks like he wants to say something else...but is having a hard time saying it. ::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Jumps off the ladder in Main Engineering and taps his commbadge:: *EO*: Understood, is that the last repair to the impulse engines?
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::tries as best as he can to save the young man's life but knows he doesn't have the expertise. Tries everything he knows how to close the internal injuries::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
::nods to the CSO::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Ignores the chatter coming over the open line to Engineering, knowing it's best to let the Engineers do it their way.::  MCPO: Good, right now, we are Starfleet's only presence in the system.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: hands the Captain the PADD ::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*CEO*: In 15 minutes... well, maybe 13 now, we should be ready to power up the impulse generators. And the first thing I'm going to do is replicate a tall cup of tea... :: sighs, as he runs a diagnostic of the system as the others finish up with their own installations::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Takes the PADD, glancing at it.::  MCPO: Thank you, I'll see to this at the first opportunity.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Walks over to a table where a small female child is sitting, obviously very frightened.  She observes some nurses trying to stop bleeding on the child's leg where a secondary artery was cut.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: *EO*: Thank you, keep me informed... *CO*: Pandora to Ayidee.. I've just been informed we will be having impulse generators online in about fifteen minutes...
MCPO_Damato says:
CO: The boys wanted me to tell you....we got full confidence sir.  You lead,...we follow...least we can do for him.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@COM: SC2: Go back to the Cherokee and get me a doctor. I'll try to cover more ground.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Breaths a sigh of relief.::  *CEO*: That's very welcome news, give our thanks to your teams.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::The child is hysterical and screaming for her mom.  Walks over to the child and talks to her calmly.::  <Child>: What's your name?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*CEO*: Aye, sir. :: he looks down at his console, then over at the engineer, standing in the corner, his lip quivering, his eyes looking as if they're about to water:: Engineer: What? What are you doing? Don't cry! Don't you DARE cry!
Host XO_Worthington says:
#<SC2> COM: XO: Aye sir. We have wounded as well. I will find someone and get them back here as quickly as I can.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins scanning as the debris and shockwave interference has cleared. Wants to help the shuttles coordinate the relief efforts.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
<Child>T’Lin: My name is Kristina.  Don't let those people hurt me.
CEO_Pandora says:
*CO*: Will do sir... And when we have impulse back, I would like to go into a different shift rotation... Three shifts on, one shift off... The way we're working now, I have to give them a break soon...
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks around Main Engineering, checking progress on the various repairs::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: Understood, I leave that to your discretion.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<Engineer> :: wipes his eyes :: EO: I'm sorry, sir... I'm... I'm not crying. I'm sorry about the relay... I-I was just thinking about my friends on the Starbase...
MCPO_Damato says:
:: moves over to the Tactical station and sighs...:: CO: Captain....permission to assume Tactical.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
MCPO: Granted.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::continues to work feverishly on the SEC officer, trying not to think that this one will die too.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: in a complete straight, uncaring face:: Engineer: Get a grip on yourself. :: he turns around and goes back to his diagnostic; level 3, complete in ten minutes or so::
CNS_T`Lin says:
<Kristina>: No one is going to hurt you.  I promise you.  But I need to take a look at that cut you have there on your leg.  Do you think I can do that?
Host XO_Worthington says:
#<SC2> COM: CO: Captain, we are dropping off wounded. Commander Worthington asked that for a medical officer, anyone to spare?
Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: SC2: We'll get you someone, we'll have them ready soon.
Host XO_Worthington says:
#<SC2> COM: CO: We will be leaving in two minutes. Have them meet us in Shuttle Bay two.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<Impulse Specialist> ::looks around, at the EO, and the crying engineer, and she looks back down on her work:: EO: What do you know, you're new, you didn't know anyone on the Starbase, you didn't lose anyone...
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Looks a little nervous, but decides to let her look.  <Kristina>: Kristina, I have to close up this cut, or you are going to get very sick.  You do not want that to happen do you?  I am going to give you a shot to numb the area, and I promise you that you will not feel any pain, okay?  But you have to let me treat this leg of yours.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: sits down and brings the console back to life....watching as several red lights remain blinking, indicating systems off line...several amber lights showing systems under repair, and a smattering of green lights of the few phaser banks that remain online. ::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*Sickbay*: Search and Rescue needs a Doctor dispatched to Shuttlebay two to provide medical assistants to the survivors.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins scanning the area where the Base was.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::The little girl reluctantly takes her hand from her thigh and T'Lin takes a hypospray filled with an analgesic and antibiotic.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Hands the autosuture to the nurse.::  <Nurse>: Finish up here please.
CNS_T`Lin says:
*CO*: Understood Captain.  I'm on my way.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: he gasps, and glares at the engineers:: Impulse Specialist: How... how DARE you, you have no idea... no idea - :: his console starts beeping, and he glares at the impulse specialist as he walks back; the diagnostic is complete:: *DCT1-B*: Okay, folks, let's try this now. Prepare to initialize the impulse engines.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*CEO*: Sir, I think we're ready to attempt restarting the impulse engines.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: walks over to the CSO and taps his shoulder...:: CSO: Moment of your time sir?
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Grabs a medical kit from the table and makes her way to Shuttlebay 2.::
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Captain, I'm getting a strange pattern just off the debris field. It's just at the edge of sensor range and interference from the debris field is hampering readings.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::wipes the blood off of the dried blood, trying to make heads or tails of the situation::
CEO_Pandora says:
*EO*: Understood, We'll be monitoring from here.. ::Turns to look at the MSD to follow the start-up sequence::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*DCT1-B*: Go ahead, reinitialize... ::watches his display to see if it works::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: What kind of pattern?
CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks up at the MCPO.:: Chief D’Amato, something I can do for you?
MCPO_Damato says:
:: steps back and lets the CSO report to the Captain. ::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Arrives in Shuttlebay 2 and waits patiently for the shuttle to arrive.::  *CO*: Captain, do we know what the extent of the injuries is going to be and how many people we are talking about?
aOPS_Tiernan says:
::starts checking on the status of the subspace transceiver repairs::
CSO_Nash says:
CO: It looks almost like an ion trail, but the interference is hampering precise readings.
Host XO_Worthington says:
#<SC2> CNS: Doc, we gotta leave now, on board please!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CNS*: Unknown, sensors are extremely limited, so we don't know what's out there.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: So someone left the scene?  Understood, hopefully we'll be able to give chase soon.  ::Looks around Bridge.::  Or not.
CNS_T`Lin says:
@::Hops onto the shuttle.::  CO: Understood, I'm on my way.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Holds his breath as the telemetry from the impulse engines start to come onto the screen:: Self: Here goes nothing...
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The impulse engine status board slowly lights up little by little as the power builds and systems are brought on line.  Finally after a few moments it is green across the board and a faint familiar hum can be heard throughout engineering again.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: The sooner the better. :: Said almost as a growl.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
#<SC2> ::flies as quickly and nimbly as possible:: COM: XO: We have you a doctor, stand by to receive her.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: puts his hand on the CSO's shoulder and squeezes..:: CSO: We're gonna get this bum..don't you worry....Just a matter of time...then you and me can settle some scores.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@SC2: Understood. As quick as you can.
aOPS_Tiernan says:
::looks over at CSO::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: watches his screen, and the generators behind him, as he smiles a weak smile:: Engineers: Good work, team. ::he looks at the quivering engineer, and winks:: *CEO*: Impulse is online, sir.
Host XO_Worthington says:
#<SC2> CNS: Ok, Doc. We are transporting you now.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Sighs in relief as he sees the Impulse systems turn green on the MSD:: *EO*: Good job, ensign... *CO*: Captain, we have impulse generators online! However, I still recommend keeping power use to a minimum, so we can restore our emergency reserve...
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*DCT1-B*: Initiate a level-1 diagnostic, leave it running, and inform me of the results; I'll be coming back down shortly.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks up at the MCPO.:: MCPO: I'll let you have some fun but I want the final blow for myself. For all our lost friends and family.
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The CNS transports safely.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: Understood, we'll try to accommodate.  ::Watches as normal power replaces the emergency lights all about.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::sees the transporter flash out of the corner of his eye:: Out Loud: Nevermind the stack of corpses Doc, save this man!
MCPO_Damato says:
CSO:  Heh...as far as the Kid was concerned.  You guys WERE family.  And I wouldn't have it any other way.  :: gives the CSO and slap on the back and walks back to his station....monitoring the slight return to ship power. ::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Turns to say something to the CSO. but realizes everyone needs their reason, and who's to say his is that bad?::
CNS_T`Lin says:
@::Dematerializes and sees Commander Trent trying to treat some injuries.  XO: Did you give him anything?  What's been done?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
DCT1-A: Okay, clean up here, folks, and head back to main engineering when you're done. :: he replaces the tools in his kit, and he starts climbing down the ladder::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<Impulse Specialist> EO: Sir, wait, before you go, I… :: but she's too late; the EO glances at her, and slides down the ladder :: ... Never mind.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Feels the welcomeness of the MCPO's slap and sees the Captain turn his way. Looks at the CO to assure him that he is still in control.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::sees the Doctor is T'Lin:: CNS: It's a mess. I have tried to close his internal injuries but they won't stay closed. Be quick about it, he's almost gone.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: I know, we will catch him.  Justice will prevail I hope, but if not, in this case I think I can live with payback.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: he makes his way down the ladder, and hurries to the turbolift, an angered look on his face as he clutches his kit and steps into the turbolift:: Turbolift: Main Engineering.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: takes another look at the slow build....:: CO: God Bless those little monkey wrenches...Cap'n, I have 30% on forward phasers and rear banks are starting to come back as well.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
MCPO: Understood, let's hope we don't need them anytime soon.
CNS_T`Lin says:
@::Opens her medical kit, and pulls out a tricorder to scan his injuries.  Uses an autosuture to close the open wound in the man's chest.
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::moves to the console and continues his sweep of the debris field::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks over to the pool table to see what other systems they still have to work on:: Self: Let's see... Long range communications next..
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Captain, If he can be taken alive, I will be agreeable with that, but his nature shows otherwise. I'll try to subdue if it comes down to single combat, but if that option is exhausted then... :: Lets the CO fill in the blank.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: he steps off the turbolift and heads for main engineering; he walks to where DCT1-B are mulling over the diagnostic results:: DCT1-B: If you see any fluctuations of 10% from the norm, shut it down. :: he walks past them, and goes to see the CEO:: CEO: Sir.
MCPO_Damato says:
CO/CSO : Payback my left lung....I want to hang that little microbe by his scrawny neck and beat him like an Andorian Dinner Beetle.  And that’s just for starters.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods, understanding the feeling, even if I can't let myself share it.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods at the EO as he approaches:: EO: Again, great work with the impulse generators... ::Smiles:: Let's see whether you can work the same miracle with the long range communication...
CNS_T`Lin says:
@::Administers a hypospray of Terakine for pain.  The man is drifting in and out of consciousness.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
#<SC2> COM: XO: Sir, we have concluded our sweep. All life signs have been found and rescued. We are returning to the Cherokee.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: sighs :: CEO: It's times like these, sir, that I wish I'd followed my own advice and stuck with my art. :: laughs, as he looks over the initial diagnostics on the long-range communication systems ::
Host XO_Worthington says:
@COM: SC2: Understood. We will be behind you.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Goes back to his sensors as the conversation has ended and he got some of his feelings out for the others to witness that he is not holding them back.::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
*CEO*:  How is repairs coming along for long range communications?  I really need to contact Starfleet.
CNS_T`Lin says:
@::Whispers to the XO:: XO: I have done all I can for him.  I do not believe he is going to make it.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Smiles:: EO: Well, maybe those artistic skills come in handy when doing repairs.... *aOPS*: We're just starting repairs on the long range communication systems, expect another..... Two hours, maybe a bit more, maybe a bit less.... We're going to find the actual problem first...
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::sets course for the Cherokee:: CNS: Understood. Try to make him as comfortable as possible.
MCPO_Damato says:
aOPS : Hey Lieutenant...I still have Tac sensors over here....if you want I can slave the receptor dish to your control...might give ya a little more signal strength for communications...ya want it, ma'am?
CNS_T`Lin says:
@XO: Understood, Sir.
aOPS_Tiernan says:
*CEO*:  Understood, notify me the moment you have them up and running.
CEO_Pandora says:
*aOPS*: Will do.... Pandora out.. ::Walks towards the exit to get a turbolift:: EO: Are you coming?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: looks around, and follows the CEO :: CEO: Where are we going, sir?
Host XO_Worthington says:
@::maneuvers the shuttle into the shuttlebay and sets her down:: CNS: Get him to sickbay. See if you can do anything for him. ::makes his way to the bridge::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Begins running filtering subroutines on the sensors to filter out the interference from the debris. Scans the area of the trail again.::
Host XO_Worthington says:
::walks out onto the bridge, dripping blood:: CO/CSO: Can I see you two in the ready room?
CSO_Nash says:
:: Sees the XO.:: XO: Sure. CO: I have more information on the trail. :: Moves toward the RR.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods.::  XO: Of course Commander, how many were you able to find?  ::Rises slowly, limping to the Ready room on a makeshift crutch.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
@::Transports the unidentified man to sickbay.  As she is just about to sickbay, he goes into cardiac arrest.  She gives him a cardiac stimulant hypospray, but to no avail.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Communication control! ::Waits for the TL to head off::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
Self: Communications it is... :: enters the turbolift, and turns on his heels to face the front::
Host XO_Worthington says:
::enters the Ready Room:: CO/CSO: I have reason to believe that the Admiral, CTO and OPS are all alive. Unfortunately they are in the possession of either LoDuca or his conspirators.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Enters the RR behind the XO and limping CO.::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
MCPO:  If you think you can spare the power.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Drops onto the couch.::  XO: Alive?  What makes you say that?
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: after a long period of silence, he opens his mouth to speak:: CEO: I must commend Damage Control Team 1... A-designates and B. They did the job very efficiently.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Hears the XO and his jaw drops to the floor.:: XO/CO: The readings on the Ion trail I have confirm it. Looks like venting from a damaged engine left about two hours ago.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: checks his console and grins...slaving the dish to the aOPS's console :: aOPS: We have enough power, ma'am.  If I gotta go outside and push....we got enough power.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Nods:: EO: I know.. I'll be switching to a new shift rotation shortly... I'll make sure they're on the first group of engineers getting a break... ::Smiles::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO/ CSO: A small victory, but I'll take whatever I can get right now.
aOPS_Tiernan says:
MCPO:  Thanks, I'll see if that will work.  ::as she prepares a report for Starfleet::
Host XO_Worthington says:
CO/CSO: A security officer said he saw the Admiral, an injured officer and several others abducted before the station exploded. Unfortunately he could not elaborate before he passed out.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Places a blanket over the dead man, and motions a nurse to take him to the morgue.::
MCPO_Damato says:
aOPS: And Lieutenant....I think Mrs. Nash would have been proud of the job your doin....you remember that. :: he gives her a reassuring smile. ::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
MCPO:  I'll try.
CSO_Nash says:
CO/XO: If this is true, should we let the crew know, or do we have the morale tool that we need to get the very best from our crew as it stands?
CEO_Pandora says:
EO: Ah, here's our stop.... ::Steps out of the TL and enters the room straight across the hallway:: EO: What a mess...
Host XO_Worthington says:
CO/CSO: No morale tool can countereffect the thousands dead here. This crew knows their job and by god if stopping LoDuca isn't enough then nothing is.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: nods as he returns to his work....seeing a few of the red lights go to amber...and more of the amber going to green.  :: Self : Whoever you are, buddy.  Your gonna find out just how much its gonna hurt when you kick the tiger between the legs....cause this tiger's gonna have some sharp teeth...and a hefty appetite.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO/CSO: But right now it's almost hopeless, little to look forward to.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
:: grins :: CEO: Nothing like... like a good challenge. :: sighs, as he sifts through the damage ::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks over to a blown up console, pushing the wires aside to check the damage to the control chips::
aOPS_Tiernan says:
::finishes up her report for Starfleet, she rereads one last time::
Host XO_Worthington says:
CO/CSO: We will find our friends and family and we will make those who did this pay, I vow this.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO/ CSO: I'll let word out, it may not be the right choice, but in times like this, it can't get much worse.
CSO_Nash says:
XO/CO: I'm sorry for that. You're right of course. Him having our people will be the best motivator. Until we have them safely, they serve the same purpose to him as those that died.
Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

